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I. INTR~DuC~~N
In recent years, there has been a considerable interest in the design of finite impulse response (FIR) linear phase digital filters; a powerful computer program [l] is available to efficiently design linear phase FIR filters. However, for some applications, the delay introduced by these linear phase filters is prohibitive; when the linear phase property is not desirable, much lower delay time can be achieved with minimum phase filters satisfying the same specifications on the amplitude. Optimum magnitude minimum phase filters are highly attractive in several applications, such as CTD transversal filters and communication channel filters, etc.
The optimum magnitude minimum phase FIR filter design has been theoretically described by Herrman and Schuessler [2] , it transforms equiripple linear phase designs into equiripple minimum-phase designs with half the degree and with attenuation characteristics equal to the square root of the prototype, this method is limited to the numerical root-finding difficulty, Recently, Mian and Nainer proposes a design procedure to overcome this difficulty by using homomorphic deconvolution [3] , however the complicated phase wrapping algorithm will be involved in the computation; In this paper, the differential cepstrum is introduced to design equiripple minimum phase FIR filters by using cepstral deconvolution; This fast procedure only takes three FFT computation and avoids the complicated phase wrapping and polynomial root-finding algorithms.
II. THE DIFFERENTIAL CEPSTRUM: DEFINITION, IMPLEMENTATION AND PROPERTY
Consider the convolution
(4 which can be used as a new tool for homomorphic deconvolution.
'-l dz.
This allows for the following DFT implementation:
The differential cepstrum avoids the complicated logarithm and phase wrapping operations existed in the log cepstrum, and have some interesting properties, such as shift invariance, delay time measurement and scale standardization [l] , [2] . The properties of the differential cepstrum can be summarized as follows: PI: The differential cepstrum is shift and scale invariant. If y(n) = Ax( n -r), then &(n) = ;p ( ,.
for n #l for n =l where A is a scale factor, r is a delay and n,(n) is the differential cepstrum of a normalized exponential sequence x(n) without delay. P2: The differential cepstrum z?~ (n) is related its corresponding log-cepstrum .?(n) and the original sequence x(n). -(n-l)x(n-1)= c %,(k)x(n-k). 
III. MINIMUM PHASE FILTER DESIGN
Following Herrman and Schuessler's method [2], the relationship between linear phase H(z), second-order zeros H,(z) and minimum phase H2(z) is presented as following:
where 6, and 8, are the passband and stopband ripples of the filter H(z). Due to the very simple relationship between the linear phase and minimum phase cepstral sequences Z,(n) and c,(n) associated, respectively, with H,(z) and H2(z), the minimum phase filter impulse response h,(n) can be obtained from
The ?,(n) can be eificiently calculated by its corresponding differential cepstrum hdl( n), by Property 2
In conclusion, the steps necessary to obtain h2( n) from h,(n) are the following: 1) Prepare h,(n) of length N (odd).
2) Choose p > 1 and p = 1 for avoiding the zeros on the unit circle.
(i) HI + (FFT),( p-"h,(n)}, L B N to reduce the aliasing error.
(
4) Obtain t(n) from the recursion formula in (12).
5) Get the scaling factor R for unity in the passband
Then h 2 ( n) is the desired minimum phase filter impulse response of length (N + 1)/2. 7) The passband and stopband ripples 8; and 8; of minimum phase filter is obtained as follows [2] : (14) A choice L > 8N, L =1024, and p s 1.026 [3] worked quite well in all the examples considered.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method has been tested on a large number of filters on a VAX-11 computer. The linear phase filter H(z) were first designed by the popular computer program given in [l] . The accuracy of the procedure has been measured b the deviation of 1 H,( eJw) 1 from its theoretical value li 1 H,( e"") 1 . Tests carried out have shown' that all examples obtain accurate results for 9 filters in Table I using single precision arithmetic; Some of design examples for equiripple minimum phase filters are shown in Figs. land2.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the differential cepstrum is introduced to design equiripple minimum phase FIR filters by using cepstral deconvolution; This fast procedure avoids the complex logarithm, phase wrapping and polynomial root-finding algorithm, and requires only three FFT computation and a few other operations. Some design examples are illustrated to show this effective approach using differential cepstrum. Most of the previous work on the finite gain-bandwidth (GB) effects in active filters pioneered by [l] has centered mainly on the analysis of the pole shift from its nominal position to an undesired position. In such an analytical approach, the loci of actual poles or incremental sensitivities of nominal pole due to finite GB may be found [2] .
The technique outlined below is aimed toward the exact predistorted design, and represents a synthetic approach. It is based on a general method of forcing a characteristic equation of order n to have n desired solutions by adjusting its polynomial coefficients [3] .
In recent literature, predistortion problem of active networks has been dealt with in [4]- [6] . Given the GB values of op amps and desired value of pole frequency o, and selectivity q, the designed filter may be predistorted so that the actual filter has the desired pole as well as unavoidable parasitic pole(s). The approach in this paper yields accurate predistorted design formulas and does not involve numerical methods for solving resulting nonlinear equations.
The pole defining equation for a practical filter has the form Equation (1) may be replaced with two simultaneous equations:
z,'+P~(zi)c~zj+P~(zi)clJ=o~ i =1,2.
(3) The set above can be used to calculate two required coefficients C,, C,,. For 2nd order filters discussed below, expressions for predistorted natural pole frequency w,, and selectivity q are developed, rather than C,, C,,. (6b) In all equations above wo, q. denote pole frequency and selectivity of an apparent pole which is not to be practically achieved for finite GB values. For a second-order filter with desired w,, q values, one has to force two roots of the equation (5) to be at z and z* where z=-0" /2 q + jw,J1-1/4qz. Then (5) will hold for s = z, and (7) From the above equation, q. may be easily calculated as aidOz 'lo = -z2 +/3&J;
where aApl(z), /3spo(z).
Because q. is the real number, condition q. = q$ can be used to solve for o. as follows: 0; = Im( o*z) Im( az/3*) w,'.
(10) Expressions (10) and (9) give the predistorted values of w,,, q, being targeted pole parameters expressed in standard design values of wo, qo. These w. , q. values are describing the predistorted or apparent pole value of the system with desired poles z, 0098-4094/86/0500-0576$01.00 01986 IEEE
